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Gene of the month

649 SOX10
A L Sy, M P Hasong

Grand rounds

654 57-year-old woman with purpura fulminans and acute kidney injury
T Su, Q Jin, T Zhao, S Wang

Grand rounds commentary

658 Through the looking crystal: clarifying the pathogenesis and laboratory work-up of cryocrystalglobulinemia
R Punchoo

Best practice

659 Cost analysis of archives in the pathology laboratories: from safety to management
A Eccher, A P Das Ti, A Scatoya, V L Imperio, E Munari, G Troncone, A G Naccarato, D Seminatti, F Pagani

Original research
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M Dell’Aquila, F Tedesco, A Cerrone, M Martini, S Coprimonti, M Cerasello, V Ferrazzini, A Pontecorvi, G Fadda, C P Lombardi, M Raffaelli, L Panettarowitz, L M Latorre, E D Rossi

678 Verification and validation of the anti-PD-L1 antibody, Clone 22C, on a laboratory-developed test
S Brennan, J O’Neill, S Kennedy

705 Automatic CD30 scoring method for whole slide images of primary cutaneous CD30+ lymphoproliferative diseases
T Zheng, S Zheng, K Wang, H Quan, Q Bai, S Li, R Qi, Y Zhao, X Cai, X Cao

712 Impact of the transition to digital pathology in a clinical setting on histopathologists in training: experiences and perceived challenges within a UK training region
I Browning, I Winter, R A Cooper, A Chosh, T Dytor, R Colling, E Fryer, J Ränscher, C Verrill

719 Immunohistochemical enumeration of plasma cells: manual or digital?
J A J Malherbe, K A Fuller, W N Erber